


Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
...creator of the Sherlock Holmes character, escape art-

ist and paranormal debunker Harry Houdini, as well as the
Men in Black may seem like topics with little association, but
they all linked up very nicely in a recent discussion between
Conspiracy Journal publisher Tim Beckley and Coast to Coast
AM host George Noory. Involved with UFOs and the paranor-
mal from an early age, Timothy Green Beckley, discussed the
connection between spiritualist phenomena and UFOs, as well
as stories of visitations from Men in Black. He also spoke about
his friendship with Uri Geller and shared accounts of Geller’s
paranormal abilities, such as key bending and the altering of
jewelry just by waving his hand over these objects,  which
Beckley observed in the presence of heavyweight champ
Muhammad Ali.  On one occasion, Geller told Tim that he
heard something pelting his roof and saw coins falling from
the sky.  Beckley also revealed  he once shared a Fifth Av-
enue office with stage magician and arch PSI skeptic the Amaz-
ing—some say Amusing — Randi.

The Randi of his era, escape artist Harry Houdini had
been a skeptic of the spiritualism movement, though a num-
ber of séances were held, for 10 years after his death in 1926,
to try and make contact with him. An audio excerpt from one
of these séances was played on the air, although Beckley noted
that Houdini never responded during the séances, though his
friend and ghost writer Walter Gibson (creator  of  The Shadow
novels) was a believer in most things psychic. Linking vari-
ous phenomena  such as  levitation and teleportation, Beckley
noted such anomalies are often witnessed during séances, as
well as being reported in UFO cases. This has led Beckley to
conclude these phenomena stem from the same source, and
that UFOs hail from other dimensions rather than from extra-
terrestrial locations, though he does not eliminate the ET hy-
pothesis entirely in a few rare instances.

As for the
dreaded Men in
Black  (MIBs),
Beckley noted their
association with the
harassing or ques-
tioning of UFO wit-
nesses, typically
telling them not to
report what they
saw. He described
them as looking like
FBI or Secret Ser-
vice agents, some-

TIM BECKLEY DISCUSSES SPIRITUALISM, UFOs AND THE DREADED
MEN IN BLACK WITH GEORGE NOORY ON COAST TO COAST

times wearing a
wide brimmed
hat and dark sun-
glasses. Some of
them appear not
to be human and may have almond-
shaped eyes, waxy lips, and be oddly dressed. Their visita-
tions can be connected with mechanical phone calls, and the
appearance of black helicopters. He added. “I think from all
I’ve been able to see, the MIBs are zombies— they’re under
somebody else’s control;” they’re like the waxy apparitions
that appear in séances, he suggested, again linking the vari-
ous paranormal topics that continue to intrigue him for so
many years.

REVEALING THE BIZARRE POWERS OF
HARRY HOUDINI - PSYCHIC? MEDIUM?

PROPHET? CLAIRVOYANT?
New Book Includes Bonus Audio CD

Of Houdini’s Last Seance

Timothy Green Beckley also discussed his two latest books
Revealing The Bizarre Powers Of Harry Houdini and The Curse
Of The Men In Black and sent images to the Coast to Coast
AM web site to accompany his presentation.

In the first image, he writes that “strange orbs, shafts of
light and illuminated forms have been observed in the se-
ance room for decades, while today such phenomena has be-
come associated with the appearance of UFOs and their oc-

cupants.” Beckley theorizes
that they could be one and the
same!

Of the next image: “In the
seance room a filmy white
substance dubbed ectoplasm
would emanate from the
mouth, nose or ears of the
medium to form a spirit be-
ing, while a similar substance
known as angel hair has been
seen to drift down from the
sky during or following a UFO
sighting. Could these strange
substances, which almost al-
ways vanish in the blink of an
eye, somehow be related and
do they perhaps act as a con-
duit or means of conveying
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something from one dimension or realm to
another normally invisible to our senses?”

The second set of images shows Sir
Arthur Conan
Doyle — cre-
ator of the fa-
mous detec-
tive Sherlock
Holmes — and
Harry Houdini
m e e t i n g .
E v e n t u a l l y
they became
bitter rivals
over the legitimacy of spiritualism and psy-
chic phenomena.

Listen to Coast To Coast  nightly and visit
their web site at:

 www.CoastToCoastAM.com

SUGGESTED READING AND SPECIAL
PRICES FOR OUR READERS

(  ) REVEALING THE BIZARRE POWERS
OF HARRY HOUDINI (Book & CD) 250 8x11
size pages. Includes color “mini posters” and
eerie ghostly photos of days of spiritualism
from Doyle’s files. Published at $29.95. - Spe-
cial Price: $22.00

(  ) THE PARANORMAL WORLD OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES  by Tim Swartz. Doyle
was the first ghostbuster. He believed in medi-
ums, and fairies. $20.00

(   )  THE CHARISMATIC MARTYRED
LIFE OF JOAN OF ARC (Book & CD) Chan-
neled by French Medium, as translated by
Doyle with color prints. $20.00

(   )  Special: All 3 titles and CDs as de-
scribed above just $55.00 + $8.00 S/H.
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Also pictured is
world class spoon
bender Uri Geller on a
1974 visit (which
Beckley attended) with
Muhammad Ali at the
champ’s Deer Lake, PA
training camp.
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DAVID ICKE - THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL MAN
IN THE WORLD HAS A NEW BOOK AND A NEW DVD

He hasn’t gone missing; just contemplating his next strategy. But
now that he has something  important to say and he wants YOU to listen!

Out This Month HUMAN RACE GET OFF YOUR KNEES: THE LION
SLEEPS NO MORE  Icke says: “We live in extraordinary times. . .Hu-
manity is at a fork in the road and its time to make a choice. Are we
going to awaken to our true genius and potential as Infinite Conscious-
ness? Or are we going to remain entrapped in body/mind and the manu-
factured illusions of the Moon Matrix?” Icke says the moon is a manu-
factured “giant spacecraft which is home to the ET group that has long
been manipulating humanity.” Over 700 pages. Color Plates.

- $37.50 + $5.00 S/H on this one item alone due too size.

(  ) David Icke: Big Brother Is Not Coming. He’s Here! In this two hour presentation at the Oxford
Union, David Icke encapsulates humanity’s current plight and how we can secure our freedom
from the Hidden Hand behind global events.  If you want to know what is really happening in your
world, and why, this presentation  is not to be missed. Your freedom and that of your children and
grandchildren could well  depend upon it. 2 Hours  - Live Record-
ing - $25.00 Special: Both book and DVD just $59.00 + $6.00 S/H

ADDITIONAL DAVID ICKE DVDS
(  ) ICKE BEYOND THE CUTTING EDGE - 7 hours of the most

colossal  presentation to free yourself from your shackles.  $50.00
(  ) FREEDOM ROAD -  Illuminati Bloodlines, Conspiracy Theo-

ries, the Extraterrestrial Reptilian Agenda, and the New World Or-
der. 6 hrs. $50.00

(  ) REVELATIONS OF A MOTHER GODDESS - Mind control
victim shocks the world! $40.00

(  ) REPTILIAN AGENDA with Zulu shaman Credo Mutwa.
$50.00

Global Communications
Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Credit Card Hotline: 732 602-3407



TRAVEL TO THE SACRED LAND OF MYSTERY
AND MAGIC TO EXPERIENCE THE MIRACLE

HEALING POWERS OF THE AMAZON

Plus. . .Here Are Occult Journeys Through South America That
Include Strange Tales Of  Witchcraft, Spiritualism,

Lost Races And Miraculous Visions
Occult Journeys Through South America by John Wilcock —

with added material by Tim Swartz —
takes you to the edge of  reality.

South American folklore has its share of unique and fantastic leg-
ends. There are incredible tales of magicians and their weird magi-
cal arts, strange creatures, ghosts and other unexplainable myster-
ies. The first explorers that entered what is now South America were
dazzled by the endless tropical rainforests, the strange and diverse
wildlife, and the indigenous peoples and their mysterious ways. Even
today, South America offers unique perspectives and influences on
the paranormal that are not found elsewhere on the planet.

THE DEAD ARE ALIVE!
The people of South America - especially those who make their

home along the great Amazon - live in a world steeped in ancient
traditions that enhance their lives with rich tapestry of mystical be-
liefs. In modern Latin America, Catholicism is the predominate reli-
gion. However, especially in Brazil, Espiritismo (Spiritism) has be-
come extremely prevalent since its beginning in the mid 19th cen-
tury. Spiritism like Spiritualism, believes in the survival of the human
personality after death and that mediums are able to communicate
with the spirits.

A seasoned journalist who was a founder of the Village Voice and
editor of the Witches Almanac, John Wilcock has circled the world in
search of the strange and unusual, the bizarre and the out-and-out
outrageous. Along with paranormal researcher Tim Swartz, they jour-
ney the continent to recount stories of demons and sinister spirits,
creatures from out of this world, living dinosaurs and giants in the
earth.

(  )  OCCULT JOURNEYS THROUGH SOUTH AMERICA is a must
if you are merely an armchair adventurer or plan on heading for the
grandeurs of South America. Nearly 300 pages, it is available here
for the first time for $20.00 + $5.00 S/H

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
UFOS IN SOUTH AMERICA/MEXICO CONTACT DVD
No country is immune from flyovers and close encounters.
Bonus Features: include interactive Menus, Scene Selection, Web

Enhanced. and the film - Mexico Contact Point. Approx 105 minutes -
$22.00 + $5.00 S/H

Book & DVD Special: $39.95 + $5.00 S/H

NATURAL ‘MIRACLE” CURES
FROM THE AMAZON

Here are 3 popular one ounce “medicinal ex-
tracts” grown and harvested in the Amazon Jungle.

(  ) Una de Gato—Extracted from a
60 foot vine named “Cat’s Claw.”  Used
to treat arthritis, diabetes, inflammatory
disorders. Also popular for  treatment of
cancer and immune system related dis-
eases. Renowned anti-inflammatory.

(  )  Cha de Bugre—Well known as a
weight lost aid. Also said to stimulate cir-
culation and as a useful antiviral against
herpes virus 2. Relieves coughs, irregular
renal function and applied externally to
heal wounds.

(   )  Clavo Huasca—From a stunning jungle vine that
clambers high into forest canopy. Often
employed in love potions and for impo-
tence, weak erections, and as an aphro-
disiac. Relied on for fevers, aches and ar-
thritis.

Any one oz bottle $24.00
Any 3 (mixed or the same) $62.00.

Add $5.00 for shipping

We can make no medical claims. Not
approved by the AMA. Offered on an “ex-
perimental” basis only.

AMAZONITE PENDANT
The Lucky Hope Stone

Stunning olive green - blue/
green stone is representative of
the serenity of the Amazon Forest.

Legendary female warriors
gave this stone to the men they
wished to mate with. Said to calm
nerves, and soothe over troubled
emotions. It is known as the Lucky
Hope Stone, intensifying  hopes
and dreams.

Legendary Powers
+ Inspires Truth
+ Relieves Muscle Spasms
+ Lessens Tooth Decay
+ Offers Clarity And Trust
+ Enhances Communication
  — Including Clairvoyance And Psychic Visions

Your Amazonite Lucky Hope Stone Is Set In A Sterling Silver
Wire Wrap To Be Worn Or Carried Or Placed Under Your Pillow
To Enhance Dreams. Sold As Curio Only

A Nice Selection For $22.00 + $5.00 S/H
Or 3 for $52.00. Add $5.00 S/H

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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Learn To Develop Your PARA X POWERS And
Unleash The PSI Factor Within You!

Para X Powers Are NOT Supernatural, Nor Are They Of
Demonic Origin. Para X Powers Consist Of Easy To

Apply Techniques That Give You The Ability To
Summon A Multitude Of Invisible Celestial Forces

That Are Guaranteed To Immediately BENEFIT YOU!

Did you ever notice that there are some people who seem to always come
out ahead in life? You know the ones...they are always at the right time and
place to get the very best of everything. They get the best jobs, make a lot of
money, are super attractive to the opposite sex, and they make it look so
easy. What makes these people especially irritating is that it seems as if
they don’t try at all for these things, that life just tosses everything that they
desire right into their laps.

Makes Your Heart’s Desires A Reality.

Brings Money To You Out Of Thin Air.

Turns Your Inner Most Needs Into Certainty.

So what is it that makes these people so successful? Hard work? Dumb luck? Trust fund? For some, their success
does come from hard work and dumb luck. And of course it doesn’t hurt to be born into an already rich and successful
family. But we are not talking about these people. We are talking about those who have learned the secrets to make
life work for them rather than against them. We are talking about the powerful energies of the Universe that are
available to all who are willing to learn how to control them with some very simple techniques.

These powerful universal energies for centuries have been called by many names: Prana, Chi, The Force. These
are the energies of Creation. But what is not widely known is that these energies did not disappear right after “The
Beginning.” Creation is a continual process. It never stopped. It is happening right now.

The other secret is that we are all participants in Creation. We all have the ability to harness these creative ener-
gies to literally build our reality around us. We do it every minute, every second of our lives. However, most people
have no idea that they are the creators, the builders of their lives. They do not realize that their very thoughts are
constructing their reality from second to second. For most people this is why their lives are so chaotic and unformed.
Their lives are their very thoughts made into reality.

Wouldn’t it be nice to learn how to control your thoughts and harness this energy? Wouldn’t it be nice to use this
energy to get what you want out of life...to obtain your heart’s desires? This is what this book is all about. How to
control your thoughts and, in turn, how to control the creative energies that flow through the Universe, and through all
of us.

Be The Master Of Your Own Destiny.
Use Para X Powers To Influence Others.

Bring About Instant Popularity.
Seduce Others Upon Command.



Scribes and sages have given a name to this energy...they call it Para-X Power. Para-X Power is an actual living
force. It is the force that makes plants and animal bodies grow and which enables all living things to move and act. It
is the force which enables the growing mushroom to raise up the slabs of paving stone or causes the roots of a tree to
split open the great boulders, into the crevices of which they have crept. Para-X Power is not an abstraction or specu-
lative nothing - it is an existent, living, mental, acting force, manifesting sometimes with an appalling power and
sometimes with a delicate, subtle touch that is almost imperceptible, but which accomplishes its purpose.

For centuries, the techniques of Para-X Power has been taught by Mystery Schools and secret Mystical Orders.
These mystical teachings were intended only for the few initiates who dedicated their lives for that particular order
or society. Because of this, mystical teachings like Para-X Power were hidden within a lot of gibberish made up of
nonsense words, phrases and parables that would have absolutely no meaning  to non initiates.

Tapping into these powers that are so abundant, but which are so little understood, will result in you being able to
deliver silent commands to all those that surround you on a daily basis. Your new found powers will result in your
dreams of wealth, wisdom, love and popularity coming true – and sooner than you think!

Use A Para X Facility Known As Paravoyance
To See The Future And Read The Thoughts Of Others.

Learn To Invoke Magic “Commanding Words”
For Wealth, Health, And Happiness.

Practically every metaphysical or occult book ever produced was written to be confusing. You could have hun-
dreds of such books in your personal library and yet do they really benefit you?Or are they  full of contradictions and
vague, meaningless parables? But to the select few who have received the proper teachings, TRUE esoteric mean-
ings are very clear. With the help of some of the world’s leading esoteric researchers, Dragonstar, Swami Panchadasi,
Tim R. Swartz, William Walker Atkinson, William Oribello, and Timothy Green Beckley, this book cuts through all of
the meaningless metaphysical nonsense and goes directly to the heart of the teachings. Para-X Powers can be used
by anyone willing to open their mind and believe that they have the power to make dreams come true.

HOW TO ORDER: Get everything you desire automatically as soon as you send for your personal copy of PARA X
POWERS which is only $25.00 + $5.00 S/H but without a doubt worth hundreds of times this special first time offered
price. We accept payment via check, money order, Western Union, Visa, Master Card, Discover. Our 24/7 credit card
hot line can be reached at 732 602-3407. PayPal orders may be addressed to MRUFO8@hotmail.com.

Mail Orders To: Global Communications
Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ

TAP INTO COSMIC FORCES THAT CAN WORK POWERFUL MIRACLES FOR YOU!
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Learn More With This 3 DVD SET
Ê
DRAGONSTAR’S MENTAL MAGIC & MIRACLEÊVIDEO SERIES
Ê
Dragonstar states that the universe operates on the premise of laws of attraction. We attract to
ourselves what we think, feel and project. Use DragonStar’s Mental Magick DVD to allow your
subconscious to free itself of the negative thought and feelings imposed by the consciosu mind.

The 3 DVDs are:
• Win Big! Gain Prosperity! Obtain “Big Money” Now
• Rituals And Spells To Attract A Lover Or Soul Mate
• Attract Good Luck - Banish Bad Luck Today!

These DVDs Command The Mystical And Secret Powers Of The Universe To Serve You!
Ê
(Ê ) Add $30ÊForDragonstar’s DVD Mental Miracle Series
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INNER EARTH AND HOLLOW EARTH MYSTERIES
RICHARD SHAVER’S DERO - NAZI AND ALIEN UNDERGROUND BASES

WHAT IS THE SHAVER MYSTERY?
Here Is A Mystery That Stretches From The Madhouse To The White House — From Superstition To Scientific
Knowledge - From the Forgotten Past To The Present! There are those who support Richard Shaver in his  honey-
comb of caverns the world over populated by a demented race know as the Dero, the greatest evil the earth has
ever know. This is his story in his own words (and others who have undergone the same hell).
JUST RELEASED: (  ) The Hidden World NO. 7  This Issue Contains  Two Shocking Stories by RIchard S.
Shaver:  FORMULA FROM THE UNDERGROUND - THE WOMB OF TITAN, and THE RED LEGION -
STRUGGLE OF NATIVE AMERICANS IN THE CAVERNS Plus JOURNEY THROUGH THE CAVES - HOME
OF THE TEN LOST TRIBES OF ISRAEL

(  ) NUMBER 6 -  Entering The Secret Vaults Of The Elders - The Hollow World And The Ten Lost Tribes - Readers Reaction To Voices From
The Caves.
(  ) NUMBER 5—Deeds of the Elder Race?  - Exploring The Occult Underground - The True Sorceress: Ladies of the Cavern World - Inner
Earth: Fact? Fiction? Theory? Science?
(  ) NUMBER 4—Reality of the Sathanas, Forbidden Playground of the Underworld. - The Madness of Richard Shaver.
(  ) NUMBER 3—Mantong: The story of the Messiah as told in the caves. Underground rail system to hell. Death Rays from the Inner Earth.
(  ) NUMBER 2—Airplane crashes, train wrecks, celebrity deaths caused by demented Dero. The dark cloud expands over Earth as
subsurface mutants kidnap, torture and eat humans.
(  ) NUMBER 1—Tormenting voices from the cavens. The home of ancients below Earth. Mantong, an unknown language.

Additional Volumes Will Be Added. . . Each volume approx 200 pages. Large format. $25.00 each. Any 4 books $$88.00. All 7 just
$159.95. Add sufficient postage and handling (see our rate chart on order form).

Global Communications • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

(  ) Best of Hollow Earth Hassle  — There are two
sets of unorthodox beliefs about the interior of our
planet — the theory that the earth may be hollow and
possibly inhabited (by a race of giants?) and that a
system of caverns exists beneath our feet that are con-
trolled by both good and evil entities (thus the con-
cept of a hell below). Features a  series of shocking

articles from rare newsletter of same name. $21.95
ISBN: 978-1606110195 - Large Edition - Illustrated

(  ) Etidorhpa - Strange History of a Mysterious Being
and an Account of a Remarkable Journey  — A mem-
ber of a secret society, John Uri Lord travels with a
“sightless,” superhuman to a subterranean land of
magic and wonderment most will never see.  Distant
Worlds. Dead Civilizations. Other Dimensions. Rare
reprint - $24.95

ISBN: 978-1892062185  - Large Edition - Illustrated

(  )  The Cave Of The Ancients —T. Lobsang Rampa
enters the subterranean abode to meet with the Mas-
ters in the Halls of The Akashic Records.  Deep inside
Earth, it is revealed to the honorable monk fascinating
accounts of ancient space visitors, lost civilizations, ad-
vanced gravity ships, and much more knowledge long
forgotten by humankind. — $21.95

ISBN: 978-1606110607  - Large Edition

(  ) Finding Lost Atlantis Inside The Hollow Earth -
Brinsley Le Poer Trench (a member of the House of
Lords) takes the reader on an exploration like no other.
Here are tales of polar openings, hidden civilizations,
strange underground races, Admiral Byrd’s Top Se-
cret discoveries, the central sun, the Shaver Mystery
and much more that will open your eyes to a new re-

ality like never before! Underground, the Atlantians still live in peace
and tranquility away from the war-like elements upon the surface.
— $21.95
ISBN: 978-1892062819 - Illustrated(  ) Inner Earth And Outer Space People - Rev. Wm

Blessing examines the inner earth from a Biblical view-
point. CENSORED FOR CENTURIES BY THE CHURCH
WITH THE BACKING OF WORLD LEADERS! Is There
A Golden Paradise Inside Our Earth? Who Pilots The
Ships We Call UFOs? Are They Here To Harm Or Help
Us? Are the Residents Of This Subterranean World

Angels or Devils? - $29.95
ISBN: 978-1606110362 -Large Edition - 320 pages - Illustrated

(  ) The Mysterious Cyrus Teed: The Phenomenon
Of The Hollow Earth —. While working in his lab
and hoping to find the Philosopher’s Stone and con-
vert lead into gold, Teed  saw a beautiful woman who
revealed that he was to become a messiah and re-
veal the true cosmogony to the world. It was at this
point that his particular hollow earth theory began to

take shape. - $21.95
ISBN 978-1606110713  - Nearly 300 pages - Illustrated(  ) Mysteries of Mount Shasta: Home Of The Un-

derground Dwellers and Ancient Gods — SACRED
SITE? ENTRANCE TO THE INNER EARTH? HIDDEN
UFO BASE? TIME WARP? BLACK HOLE? Come  with
journalist Tim Beckley as he explores the US’s most
mysterious place. Lemurians and survivors of other
“Lost Civilizations” roam the mountain, occasionally

wandering into town to trade gold for supplies. Native Americans
residing here say they have not only heard the screams of Bigfoot,
but have seen these hairy creatures close-up! Visit Telos, the capitol
of the Inner Earth occupied by the Ascended Masters of Wisdom —
$21.95 —ISBN:  978-1606110027  - Large Edition - Illustrated

(  ) Admiral Richard E. Byrd’s Journey Beyond The
Poles  — Tim Swartz examines  the great explorer’s
journey to  the mythological lands of Hyperborea and
Ultima Thule. His meeting with strange beings at the
poles. His discovery of a secret Nazi base there.  The
development of German Flying Saucers. Britian’s Se-
cret War  with Hitler’s henchmen.  Most important story

of all time being hidden under our very noses. - $19.95
(   ) Add $15.00 for ADMIRAL BYRD’S MISSING DIARY!
ISBN: 978-0938294986  - Large Edition - Documents -
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Legendary UFO Whistleblower, U.S. Air Force Lt. Colonel Wendelle Stevens Dies at 87
His research efforts continue here!

Lt. Col. Wendelle Stevens, USAF (Ret.), the lead investigator in the  Billy Meier UFO contacts  died on September 7, in Tucson, Arizona. Stevens, who
began researching UFOs for the Air Force in 1947  played a major role in bringing not only Meier  contacts’ to public attention, but was also a chief
promoter of many idealistic UFO contact stories. We met Wendelle decades ago and found his accounts fascinating. A year before his passing we
obtained the rights to several of Wendelle’s work’s which we continue to make available to the public.
 

The following are available and are either authored or co-authored by Stevens:
 
(  )  OMNEC ONEC THE AMBASSADOR FROM VENUS (Book & DVD) – They can walk amongst us because they look so
human. The author says she came here from space to offer hope and guidance to humankind from a more advanced world.
A beautiful message from a spiritually beautiful spacewoman. – Large  size edition.  Amazing story. - $25.00
 
(  ) THE SECRET LIFE OF PAUL VILLA: For a period of several years Paul Villa r was able to produce on command photo-
graphs of ET craft which hovered and darted about near his rural home Villa says they have given him the opportunity to
take some of the closest color photos ever taken of craft from outer space. The pictures have been analyzed successfully.
– Includes large color pictures never published previously. – More than worth the price! - $25.00
 
(  ) UFO ABDUCTION FROM UNDERSEA – Two Florida men are taken  to an unknown base underwater where the aliens
subject them to examinations. They see the craft close up and experience being lifted via teleportation in an absolutely
amazing encounter that behooves us to explain. Learn why UFOnauts hide undersea. -$20.00
 
(  ) BILLY MEIER PROPHECIES FROM SPACE DVD – His photos are incredible. His stories outrageous. Here is the full story
of  why they picked him starting from when Meier was a child up to the present. – Approx 90 minutes. - $22.00
 
EVERYTHING IN ADÊ - $79.95ÊÊ WENDELLE WILL BE MISSED!

(  ) FIRE FROM THE SKY (Book & CD)—CIA and Nazi collaboration
exposed! German scientists utilize Tesla technology to develop su-
per secret space program. Exposes Project Paperclip. Operation
Sunrise. The Kennedy/Nazi Connection. Illustrated. $25.00

(  ) MIND MATRIX - COVERT ELECTRONIC MIND CONTROL PRO-
GRAM—You can kill, torture and enslave at the speed of light using
Electromagnetic Weapons. Learn to protect yourself against
“Technotronics,” Hallucinations, Illusions and Project Mind Beam.
Large format. Reduced to $20.00

( ) ROSSLYN CHAPEL - OCCULT SECRETS AND ESOTERIC TREASURES REVEALED
(Book & CD)—Brian Allan wants to know why for decades there has been an attempt to
keep secret the arcane codes encrypted within the Church’s design. Portal to another
dimension? Hell below. Buried treasure? Beautiful color photos. Large Format. $20.00

(  )  COMMANDER X
THREE BOOK SPECIAL

Retired intelligence whistle-
blower reveals shocking FACTS
in these sensational titles. 1.
Time Travel How-To Guide. Sci-
ence says we can’t do it. Com-
mander X says he has! 2. Incred-
ible Conspiracies. From reptil-
ians, to  psychic goon squad. 3.
Ultimate Deception. Aliens and
military create unholy crossbred
“super-being.”

All Three Titles—$42.00
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Newly Released  Two Books In One & Bonus DVD!

CURSE OF THE MEN IN BLACK: RETURN OF THE
UFO TERRORISTS INCLUDES THE CLASSIC:

THE UFO WARNING

As one distressed UFO researcher put it, “Ever since organized fly-
ing saucer research began, a disturbing number of serious investiga-
tors have suffered personal harassment, unusual accidents and even
mysterious deaths. In some cases, sinister voices have whispered threats
over the telephone and warned certain researchers to terminate spe-
cific projects they were focused on.”

Recently, an increasing number of civilian UFOlogists have been
visited by ominous strangers who have made it physically clear that their
orders to discontinue all investigations would be enforced. Official dis-
claimers have only served to intensify the mystery of the bizarre inci-
dents currently seeding chaos within the rank of civilian UFO investiga-
tors and instilling fear among those who witness flying saucer activity.

FEMALE UFO RESEARCHER MOLESTED BY INVISIBLE BEINGS LINKED TO APPEARANCE OF DREADED MIB
New Zealand’s John Stuart discuss accounts so extreme as to include the physical molestation of a female researcher
living half way around the world.  Stuart details the horrific sexual abuse of his fellow researcher/girlfriend at the hands of
a being who could become invisible at will. Was it demonic or extraterrestrial in origin? Like Gray Barker, the original
publisher of the UFO Warning portion of this volume, we also find aspects of this manuscript very disturbing. It is a work
that might be unpleasant at times to read. But these “dangerous aspects “ of the UFO riddle cannot be overlooked. For we
are NOT censors...

THE CASES ARE MANY! THE TRUTH FRIGHTENING!
Featured on the History Channel’s UFO Hunters and on Coast to Coast AM, eminent investigator Tim Beckley details dozens of

additional bone chilling encounters with the MIB who have become a curse on the rank and file members of the UFO community.
++ Shadowy “Grim Reaper” like figures stalk the streets of a north Iowa town. What are they concealing in the bags they go about

hiding in the woods?
++ Radio Talk Show host is ordered by metallic voice over phone (unlisted number!) to “meet them on the Mount”. . .known as a

haunted place and the site of a number of mysterious deaths and disappearances.
++ A large floating platform the size of 3 football fields hovers near a nuclear power plant. Witnesses observe several small bald

headed aliens accompanied by 9 foot giants. Trying to leave the area, their car refuses to start. They are surrounded by military person-
nel and their vehicle is ransacked. They are told never to speak of the incident OR ELSE!

++ In the cemetery where Charles Fort is buried ominous black vehicles disappear down side roads never to be seen again. They
pass by on the gravel pavement going over grates without the sound of tires. The cemetery is also haunted by a big black dog and a
couple who fly over the tombstones at dusk in their pajamas!

Are these sinister sindividuals simply government agents gone amuck in their harassment of witnesses and investigators who have
dedicated their lives delving into the unexplainable? Or are they something far more sinister as evidence in this volume indicates?
Perhaps the MIB are representatives of an extraterrestrial “police force,” whose job is to keep the gates to a parallel universe closed
tightly behind them.

ONE BY ONE THEY HAVE GIVEN
UP THEIR RESEARCH...PERHAPS
EVEN THEIR LIVES!...FORCED TO

GO UNDERGROUND BECAUSE
OF THREATS FROM THE

SHADOWY BEINGS KNOWN AS
THE MEN IN BLACK

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
 
Did you miss Tim Beckley’s classic work UFO SILENC-

ERS: MYSTERY OF THE MEN IN BLACK? Add
$20.00 to your order for this reprint volume and we will

include a bonus DVD at no extra charge!

Order CURSE OF THE MEN IN BLACK : with THE UFO WARN-
ING - book and bonus DVD - for just $22.00 plus $5.00 S/H

(autographed by Tim - “MR UFO” - Beckley upon request):
    GLOBAL COMMUNIATIONS

BOX 753 • NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903



❑  MONEY MAGNET KIT
Draw Upon The Awesome Strength Of The World’s
Most Powerful Money Charm . . . No one has been
able to determine why The Money Magnet
works…BUT IT DOES! This handsome charm is report-
edly carried by some of the biggest names in Holly-
wood and by those who have amassed vast fortunes.
Complete kit normally sells for $27.50—

Now $25.00 + $5.00 S/H

ORDER FROM: GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS,
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903Ê

Secure Credit Card Hotline: 732-602-3407

Individually cast in silver with 10 fac-
eted stones, this beautiful pendant
acts to amplify your deepest desires,
broadcasting them directly to God to
bring about knowledge, awareness
and wisdom. This holiest of amulets
casts a deep reflection on the eternal
mysteries and should only be used for
beneficial and positive purposes. In
the Kabbala it represents a sort of
“telephone” to the Heavens and is said
to be the most powerful amulet ever
created! Many have noticed a vast
change in their life in just 14 days upon
wearing this pendant.

INNER LIGHT • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
PayPal: MrUFO8@hotmail.com

Your TREE OF LIFE KIT is just
$105.00 + $5.00 S/H

A New Cosmology! Delivered thru spirit interven-
tion in 1870 in upstate NY to a practicing dentist.
Details the sacred history of earth for the past 24,000
years beginning with submersion of Pan in the Pa-
cific.

 Tells about Einstein’s theories. War in space. Who
manages the earth. The glory of gods and goddesses.
The truth about flying saucers.
A profound work deserving of serious attention.
 

Priced at $99.00 - Our special price $79.95.
Mailed directly from the printer
due to weight of seven pounds.

Add $8 for S/H for this item only.
 
Inner Light • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

THE WONDER BOOK OF
ALL AGES!

SPECIAL RAY PALMER
EDITION!

1250 Pages, 2 Volumes.
Illustrations.

Most Complete Edition

Our books, products and services are for experimental purposes. They are not endorsed by
the AMA, FDA or any other federal or local agency. We offer our merchandise on a non-
returnable basis to those who seek the truth about matters neglected by the “Establishment.”
We appreciate your patronage and hope you will tell all your like-minded friends about our
publications.

   —Timothy G. Beckley

GOLDEN AMULETS
❑ POWER TRIANGLE— For Personal Power
To Ensure Success.

❑ WEALTH, GOOD HEALTH
AND HAPPINESS—Used for
thousands of years by ancient
Chinese.

❑ SEAL OF SCHEMHAMPHORAS –Attracts
Money and Great Success in business and fi-
nance. Wear or carry – watch the money situa-
tion improve. $15.00 + $5.00 S/H each or All
Three for only $40.00 + $5.00 S/H

BASED ON ANCIENT HEBREW  POWER SYMBOLS

❑ FABULOUS FORTUNES FIRE CRYSTAL

❑ GAMBLERS GOOD LUCK
FIRE CRYSTAL
Reap positive benefits galore from all
around you. Each crystal carries a
wallop like none other. Pick a crystal
for $17.50 or Both for $30.00. Add $15
for CD and Report on how to get the
most from your crystal.

Move Through Time
And Space

Ê
PLANS TO BUILD YOUR
OWN TIME MACHINES

“Rain Man Of Time Travel
Stephen Gibbs” Tells How!

Ê
Book and Time Travel DVD

$25 + $5.00 S/H
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❑ INVISIBLE BEINGS, STRANGE ORBS AND THE MAGIC OF SEDONA-Tom Dongo and Tim Beckley heart to heart.
❑ BENTWATERS UK – UFO LANDS AT NATO BASE. Peter Robbins brings us up to snuff on most important UFO landing of all time, plus insider info.
❑ CAPITALISM, MARXISM, AND THE MARK - (Controversy between Protestantism and Rome’s economic theories.
❑ WORLD EVENTS AND PROPHECY – Are we coming together or separating as a nation and as world residents?
❑ EMERGING VIRUSES – CONSPIRACY? LIFE STYLE? NUTRITION?
❑ SPECTRE OF MARTIAL LAW –HIGH LEVEL MILITARY ALERT
❑ IRON MOUNTAIN UPDATE – GOVERNMENT BIGWIGS GOING UNDERGROUND!
❑ HOLLYWOOD INSIDERS – SYMBOLIC WEIRDNESS IN FILM ABOUT SECOND COMING AND ANTI-CHRIST  — You can figure this one out.
❑ I SHOT AT BIGFOOT  (Tough guys, I guess).
❑ ANALYZING UFO PHOTOS PLUS LATEST ON PHOENIX LIGHTS – Jim Dilettoso goes pro and con.
❑ NIKOLA TESLA: GENIUS INVENTOR OR SCIENTIFIC MADMAN? UK documentary not formerly distributed in USA.
❑ ROSWELL YES!—Are we victims of a vicious cover up on UFO crashes?
❑ ATLANTIS TIME CAPSULE—Secrets from the crypts of Egypt and beyond. Ancient super-science revealed! DVD and two CD set counts as two items.
❑ MIRACLE IN THE VOID—Free energy, new science theories discussion with astronaut Brian O’Leary.
❑ BROWN MOUNTAIN LIGHTS AND SOUTHERN WEIRDNESS—Provate roundtable discussion with producer Josh Warren, host of Speaking Of Strange, and Tim Beckley.
❑ SECRETS OF THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE—Well produced docu-drama with Vincent Price on mysterious disappearances of planes and ships. POOF!
❑ ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS—Did ET phone home before there were even any phones? Rod Serling gives us the scoop.
❑ NEW WORLD ORDER OF EUSTACE MULLINS
❑ CHRISTIAN EXORCISM—Ministers gone wild to save you from the devil?
❑ MAURY ISLAND: UFO, FRED CRISMAN AND KENNEDY LINK with Steam Shovel Press editor Kenn Thomas (add $15 for the book)
❑ NASA MISSION CONTROL SPECIALIST Bob Oeschler investigates Bob Lazar, Area 51, Chesapeak Connection, Gulf Breeze and everything “Alien” related.
❑ AMERICA: DESTROYED BY DESIGN—We are our own worst enemy!
❑ GULAG USA—Concentration Camps In America.
❑ JFK 2: THE BUSH CONNECTION—Murder On The White House Stairs.
❑ 911 IN PLANE SIGHT—More Evidence We Were Duped!
❑ OIL, SMOKE, AND MIRRORS—You Know The Drill—More Increases At The Pump—$10 A Gallon Gas?
❑ FIAT MONEY SYSTEM—Warning! Your Money Is NOT Backed By Gold.
❑ THE POWER OF NIGHTMARES—Origins Of Islamic Fundamentalism and Neo Conservatives.
❑ KENT HOVIND—THE AGE OF THE EARTH—Are We Older Or Younger Than We Think?
❑ UNCONSTITUTIONAL—There Are Traitors In Our Midst.
❑ WILLIAM COOPER BEHOLD A PALE HORSE

NEW FALL 2010 —BOOK & DVD

From The World’s Foremost Authority On Ancient Astronauts

ERICH VON DANIKEN EXPOSES THE TRUTH ABOUT THE MAYAN CALENDAR
AND THE RETURN OF THE EXTRATERRESTRIALS IN

Twilight Of The Gods
Millions  had their thinking changed upon reading the  Chariots of the Gods. written in 1968 by Erich von Daniken who es-

poused that earth had been visited by ancient astronauts. Over the years Von Daniken polished his theory and provided an excited
audience with many more works. Now he offers us his most daring book in years!

High up in the Bolivian Andes-4,000 meters above sea level-lies Pumapunku, an ancient ruined city that simply could never
have been constructed by its Stone Age inhabitants.”Something here really stinks to high heaven,” writes Erich von Daniken.

“In Twilight of the Gods,” says von Daniken, “I document precisely what it was that left the first visitors breathless as they
stood before the mighty stone blocks some 400 years ago. I will show you what archeologists discovered hundreds of years ago and
demonstrate how much has been destroyed over the centuries. Intentionally. “I will also prove that Pumapunku was not built by
any Stone Age people.

“And in December 2012, the gods will return from their long journey and appear again here on Earth. At least that is what
the Mayan calendar would have us believe.

“The so-called gods—the extraterrestrials—will come again. We’re headed for a ‘god shock’ of major proportions.
“But doesn’t anyone with half a brain know that interstellar travel is simply impossible because of the sheer distances

involved? And that extraterrestrials would never look like us?
“Well, dear readers, I destroy these preconceptions. Systematically. One bit at a time.”
In his own inimitable way, Erich von Daniken picks these preconceptions and prejudices apart with a clarity no other

author could manage.

( ) TWILIGHT OF THE GODS with related DVD just $21.95 + $5.00S/H

WANT MORE OF VON DANIKEN?
(    ) HISTORY IS WRONG!
Erich proclaims that human history is nothing like religions claim. He looks at the Voynich manuscript that has deified at-
tempts at decryption since its discovery and makes some intriguing revelations about the equally incredible Book of Enoch. -

 $18.95 + $5.00 S/H
(  ) ODYSSEY OF THE GODS
Von Daniken’s exhausting research suggests the Greek ‘gods’ were in fact extraterrestrials.  Archaeological evidence and the
writings of the ancients, including Aristotle, prove these gods interbred with humans, performed genetic experiments, and
bred ‘mythical’ creatures, such as centaurs and Cyclops. - $13.50 + $5.00 S/H

Global Communications • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

HOW TO ORDER: Check desired titles or list the titles
clearly. Pricing $12.00 each up to 5 items. $10.00 each

up to 15 items. $8.00 each for 16 or more items. Add
$5.00 S/H for any number of items (pertains to this ad
only). Send your order to: Global Communications,

Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

These are full-length features of varying quality and
without fancy packaging so we can sell them for as little as

$8.00 when you order in quantity.

UNFAIR!
UNBALANCED!

UNEDITED!
INEXPENSIVE!
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As an unprecedented wave of sightings and landings sweep the globe, will the
next several years be the landmark time for interplanetary relations to be estab-
lished?

Will America, Russia, China or some ‘independent” nation be the first to re-
veal that we are being visited on a regular basis by off-world beings, or possibly from an-
other dimension in a parallel universe?

DISCLOSURE! Is it on the way? Or will the “Truth Embargo” prevail?
Researchers Tim Beckley, Sean Casteel and John Weigle pull aside the veil of 50 plus

years of UFO censorship to discover what is really known about these mysterious aerial
visitors.

Here are formerly Top Secret reports released under the Freedom of Information Acts of
the nine nations that have recently come forward with hundreds of sensational UFO reports
by a host of reliable witnesses to a phenomenon that has defied explanation.

Learn What Each Of Our Former
Presidents Knew! Read The History Of

UFO Sightings Around The World!

SPECIAL OFFER! Just released! Reduced 20% for our
readers. Ask for DISCLOSURE (book & DVD) and

include $20.00 + $5.00 S/H

Global Communications
Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Credit card hotline: 732-602-3407
PayPal: MRUFO8@hotmail.com

BREAKING THROUGH THE
BARRIER OF UFO SECRECY




